
Compaq Solutions for Mail Migration and

Server Consolidation with Lotus Domino

Keeping ahead of

business growth



The good news is that your 

business is growing. More good

news is that with Compaq, you

can take your Lotus Domino

environment farther than it’s

ever been before — including

wireless e-mail and a qualified

Microsoft Windows 2000

Datacenter Server solution that

lets you configure clusters for

24x7 levels of availability,

reliability and redundancy.

Move to new technologies —

while consolidating resources

Perhaps you’re merging 

disparate mail systems, or 

moving from PC-LAN-based mail

systems to an enterprise-wide 

system. Maybe you’re upgrading

to Domino R5. Or perhaps you

want to take advantage of the

new enterprise strengths of

Windows 2000 Server. In all

cases, Compaq can help.

Upgrading technology is the

right time to consolidate

servers. By replacing older, less

productive systems with today’s

more powerful Compaq

ProLiant™ servers, you can

reduce your server count,

lower cost of ownership, and

boost productivity.

In addition to best-in-class

servers, Compaq also offers

industry-leading clustering 

and storage options, superior

system management tools,

and a world-class service 

organization — the proven 

formula for success.

Making the most of Lotus Notes 

and Domino

Lotus Domino technologies

enable dynamic collaboration,

workflow and document

management, and the ability 

to develop advanced business

applications. Plus Domino 

provides a foundation for 

layering advanced capabilities

such as knowledge manage-

ment, unified messaging, and

wireless technologies. Compaq

has a special working relation-

ship with Iris Associates — the

developers of Lotus Notes and

Domino — to fully exploit the

capabilities of Domino on the

ProLiant platform.

New! Lotus Domino data center 

solution

Need higher levels of availabil-

ity, reliability and stability? Now

you can take Domino all the way

to the data center. Compaq is

the only vendor to qualify Lotus

Domino R5 on Microsoft

Windows 2000 Datacenter

Server (as of 5/07/01).

Regardless of where you want

to go with Lotus Domino,

Compaq will help get you there.

“We’ve seen speed improvements of 50% because of Domino

Release 5, Compaq ProLiant CPU speeds and SAN storage.

And the cluster configuration ensures that the business-

critical application is always up and running.”

— Thomas Bullinger, IT Communications Manager, Carl Zeiss

“We have a more
mature Lotus Domino
product coupled with
newer, solid Compaq
hardware configura-

tions. That deployment
has run exceedingly

well. Our uptime there
surpasses our general

environment.”

- Mark LaChac
Vice President of

Groupware Services
Prudential Insurance
Company of America



Breakthrough server performance and significant cost savings

Compaq ProLiant servers — powerful,

reliable and industry-standard  

ProLiant servers offer the industry’s

best price/performance, availability,

reliability, scalability, and ease of man-

agement for businesses of every size.

Today’s ProLiant servers have 

substantially more power and memory

than their predecessors. They come

with state-of-the-art tools to facilitate

your server consolidation efforts,

including Compaq SmartStart™,

Compaq Insight Manager™, and

Compaq Remote Insight™ software.

Scaling for growth via clustering 

Compaq ProLiant servers are designed

for easy clustering and scale to support

large installations. Through clustering

with failover capabilities, you gain the

highest levels of availability and 

reliability — dramatically reducing

unplanned as well as planned 

downtime. Compaq ProLiant 8500 data

center platforms support two-, three-

and four-node active/active clustering

— reliably supporting thousands of

users on each cluster.

Leading storage, backup and restore

technologies

With Compaq, you can reduce 

downtime for backups and restores

from hours to minutes. The Compaq

StorageWorks™ backup/restore solution

for Lotus Domino dramatically reduces

downtime for backups and restores —

so your data is protected while your

users stay productive.

Global support, delivered locally

You want the best hardware support

for your messaging platform — and

Compaq offers it. With Compaq, you

boost the availability of your Domino

environment with a broad portfolio 

of hardware services, including the 

following:

CarePaq Services — Convenient,

prepaid service packages that extend

your hardware warranty coverage and

ensure enhanced service levels —

including expert installation support

and maintenance services.

Hardware/software solutions for server

environments — Fully integrated 

programs of hardware and software

support that feature proactive problem

prevention and fast problem resolution.

Ongoing support contracts — Onsite

remedial maintenance support,

including 24x7 High-Availability

Hardware Support for business-critical

environments.

The bottom line? Faster time to 

solution, reduced risk, reduced 

complexity, assured quality and

improved ROI.

Reduce risk and speed time to solution

Tap into Compaq ActiveAnswers™ — 

a valuable online solution center for

technical information and guidance,

pre-configured/pre-packaged solution

offers, and sizing and configuration

tools for Lotus Domino. See for yourself

at compaq.com/activeanswers

Cool deals!  

Take advantage of Compaq’s special

limited-time offers on Lotus Notes and

Domino products when you purchase a

Compaq ProLiant server.

Act today

For more information on Compaq 

solutions for Lotus Domino, visit:

compaq.com/solutions/lotus

Recent benchmark tests have again
demonstrated the power of the Compaq
ProLiant 8500 server by supporting 16,000
NotesBench users on a single server —
more users than have ever been supported
on any Windows platform. By leveraging
the ProLiant 8500 8-CPU capacity along
with the ability of Microsoft Windows
2000 Advanced Server, these tests achieved
21,906 NotesMark with an average
response time of 0.317 seconds.
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“Compaq was instrumental in this upgrade. Their 
people helped us to plan necessary hardware 
and clustering services, so the actual upgrade 

went quickly and smoothly.”

- Thomas Bullinger
IT Communications Manager

Carl Zeiss
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